Twice burned by mission failures last year, NASA managers last week unveiled a new 15-year blueprint for Mars exploration. The revamped strategy allows for doing more science, but at a slower pace, while delaying a sample return until well into the next decade.
A More Cautious NASA Sets Plans for Mars Andrew Lawler
Twice burned by mission failures last year, NASA managers last week unveiled a new 15-year blueprint for Mars exploration. The revamped strategy allows for doing more science, but at a slower pace, while delaying a sample return until well into the next decade.
"Mars has a tendency to surprise us," NASA space science chief Ed Weiler said dryly at a 26 October press conference in Washington, D.C. The 1999 loss of two craft-the Mars Climate Orbiter and Polar Lander-and the new evidence of recent water on the planet are only the latest surprises. To cope with both scientific and technical uncertainties, a NASA team has developed a two-pronged approach using orbiting spacecraft followed by surface rovers. This strategy will take longer, but agency managers are betting that its flexibility will benefit researchers eager to explore the climate, geology, and possible signs of extinct or existing life on the planet. Although the less aggressive schedule has led to some grumbling within the scientific community, many researchers seem relieved with what they say is a more realistic plan.
NASA's original plan relied on favorable orbital mechanics to send out fleets of orbiters and rovers every 2 years over an 8-year period. But that schedule left little margin for error, and the twin 1999 failures raised questions about the soundness of the hardware and software to be used in future missions. The new schedule addresses that problem by alternating orbiter and rover missions. The 2001 orbiter called Odyssey will be followed in 2003 by two small rovers that will land independently. Two years later, a sophisticated reconnaissance spacecraft capable of seeing objects as small as a beach ball will be launched.
The pace of exploration will ratchet up in 2007, with the launch of an Italian communications satellite to provide much-needed data transfer capability. NASA would send a smart lander-perhaps equipped with drills to look for moisture under the surface-and a long-range rover. The plan also calls for a debut that year of a new line of explorers called Scouts that could include balloons or planes.
return is the biggest payoff." Some observers think that NASA is being too cautious. "It's a good, but limited, plan," says Louis Friedman, executive director of the Planetary Society, based in Pasadena, California. He believes that NASA would have an easier time getting sufficient funding if it linked the robotic probes to a future human mission. Weiler disagrees, saying that "the program is not driven by human exploration but by science."
Hubbard says NASA intends to spend between $400 million and $450 million annually on the effort during the next 5 years, nearly one-third more than originally planned. In return, he promises, future missions will not only deliver good science but avoid technical snafus through stronger oversight. "This is a program," he says, "not just a collection of projects."
